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Module  5: Syllabus

• Federal  and  local  finance  in  India 

• Meaning  and  importance 

• Function   of   finance commissions 

• Jurisdictions of  finance commission  

• Centre, state financial relations - local finances functions and revenues.



Federal Finance: Meanning

• In a federal set up there are at least two layers of  government.  

• The topmost layer is the Central or federal or union government and below 

it lies the layer of  State governments.  

• The same principle may extend further if  there are local or municipal 

governments within each state.



Powers and Functions

• In India, the functions and powers of  the central and state governments are 

as given in the Union List and the State List. 

• The Concurrent List contains functions which overlap between the central 

and state governments.



Principles of  Federalism

• Prof. B.P. Adarkar,  in his celebrated book on Principles of  Federal Finance lays 
down three principles which could govern the working of  federal finance system. 

• 1.Independence and Responsibility:  

• The central and state governments must each have under it, its own independent 
financial resources sufficient to carry out its exclusive functions.  

• In other words, central and state governments should be financially independent 
within their own sphere.  

• Besides, each government should take the responsibilities of  taxing, borrowing and 
raising resources in their spheres for performing their functions.  



2.Adequacy and Elasticity:

• The principle of  adequacy means that the resources of  Central and the states 
governments should be adequate so that each layer of  government can 
discharge its obligations laid upon it.  

• It stands for sufficiency of  resources for the discharge of  functions and 
duties assigned.  

• Besides adequacy, there should be elasticity in the financial resources.  

• It means that resources should be capable of  expansion in response to 
rapidly growing needs and responsibilities of  the governments concerned.



3. Administrative Economy and Efficiency

• For the success of central-state financial relations, it is very much required

that the administrative cost should be the minimum and there should be no

frauds and evasion in matter of finances.

• Corruption and inter-regional smuggling are to be avoided and the sources

of revenue are to be fully exploited.

• Besides these principles, some scholars on the subject of central-state

financial relations have added a few more principles in view of the needs and

present condition, especially of underdeveloped countries.



4.Principle of  Equity

• The applicability of  this principle in Federal System is important because in the 
assignment and allocation of  functions there is an opportunity for inequity to creep 
in which may spoil the entire structure basically. 

• The marginal sacrifice of  the tax payers of  richer states will be less as compared to 
the poor states. Therefore, a need may arise to adjust the Federal and States taxes in 
such a way that the marginal sacrifice of  the federal and state taxation taken 
together is equal or nearly equal to every person, no matter in which state he resides.  

• Therefore, there should be proper adjustment between federal and state taxation so 
as to make the tax burden on all citizens equitable as far as possible.



5.Principle of  Integration and Coordination

• The whole financial system of a federation should be well-integrated and

each layer of financial system of federation should not be taken as

completely isolated from the other layers of financial system.

• Coordination is also important for smooth and efficient working of federal

financial system.

• The coordination of federal and states should not be in taxation alone but in

every aspect of finance.



6.Principle of  Accountability

• Freedom and democracy are sister institutions in federal system.  

• Therefore, in federal system each government should be accountable to its

own legislature for its having and spending decisions and should make these

decisions with due regard to their effect on other governments as well.



7.Principle of  Uniformity

• The financial system in a federation should be such as to enable each regional 

government to provide an adequate level of  public service without resort to 

higher rates of  taxation substantially than those of  other regions.



8.Principle of  Fiscal Access

• There should be no bar on central and state governments in developing new

sources of revenue within their own prescribed fields to meet their growing

financial needs.

• It implies that resources should grow with the increase in responsibilities.



Finance Commission

• The Finance Commission of  India came into existence in 1951. 

• It was established under Article 280 of  the Indian Constitution by the President of  India. 

• It was formed to define the financial relations between the centre and the state. 

• The Finance Commission Act of  1951 states the terms of  qualification, appointment and 
disqualification, the term, eligibility and powers of  the Finance Commission. 

• As per the Constitution, the commission is appointed every five years and consists of  a 
chairman and four other members. 

• First FC 1951 K.C Neogy 1952-57



The 15th Finance Commission

• The 15th Finance Commission was constituted on November 27, 2017 and is

headed by former Revenue Secretary and former Rajya Sabha MP N.K.

Singh.

• Awarding period – 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2025



Major Functions of  Finance Commission

• Article 280(3) and its first three clauses of  Indian constitution clearly spell 

out the core duties of  the Union Finance Commission (UFC), that is, tax 

devolution, grants-in-aid, and augmenting the resources of  

panchayats and municipalities.

• Over the years, the open-ended subclause, 280(3)(d), that provides for “any 

other matter... in the interests of  sound finance”, has been exemplified in the 

Terms of  References of  recent UFCs. 



Major Functions of  Finance 
Commission

• The distribution of  the net proceeds of  taxes to be shared between the union and 

the states and the allocation of  shares of  such proceeds among the states.  

• The principle which should govern the payment of  the union grants-in-aid to the 

states out of  the consolidated fund of  India.  

• The continuance or modification of  any agreement entered into between the center 

and any of  the states.  

• Any other matter concerning financial relations between the union and the states 

and in the interest of  the sound finance.



LOCAL FINANCE

• Local finance concerns with the different aspects of  the finances of  the local 

bodies or local self  governments.  

• Local self  government constitutes an important segment of  federal 

administration.  

• It deals with the functions related local areas and their requirements.  

• The ultimate aim of  public finance is maximum social advantage. 



Local bodies in India

• There is a large variety of local bodies in India.

• The major local bodies functioning in India at present may be classified into five,
namely:

• Gram Panchayats

• Panchayat Samitis

• Zila Parishads

• Municipal Committees

• Municipal Corporations.

• The first three function in the rural areas while Municipal Committees and
Municipal Corporations function in urban areas.



73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments

• 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments were passed by Parliament in December,
1992.

• Through these amendments local self-governance was introduced in rural and urban
India.

• The Acts came into force as the Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 1992 on April
24, 1993 and the Constitution (74th Amendment) Act, 1992 on June 1, 1993.

• These amendments added two new parts to the Constitution, namely, 73rd
Amendment added Part IX titled “The Panchayats” and 74th Amendment added
Part IXA titled “The Municipalities”.



What is State Finance Commission?

• A State Finance Commission reviews the financial position of  the panchayats 
in a state and makes recommendations to the Governor.

• Under Article 243-I of  the Indian Constitution, the governor of  a state 
ensures the laying of  a State Finance Commission’s recommendations to the 
table of  the state legislature.

• Under Article 243-I of  the Indian Constitution, the governor of  a state 
ensures the laying of  a State Finance Commission’s recommendations to the 
table of  the state legislature.


